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Thank you ÎTadaxe Chair for the opportunity to acre es this Ji::th messier, of 
the Working Group.

Sorr.e of the issues I v.âll raise in this forum, you "ourself 'fill he familiar 
with, having just recently teen to Australia and visiting ccme of cur commu-
nities.

It is net rry intention to r’ake counter claim to the delivery of the presen
tation by my countryman and head, of the official Australian delegation, 'Ir. 
Charles Perkins, tut rather to adress broader concerns that are relevant to 
this forum, and to the protection and wellbeing of my fellow indigenous 
people in Australia.

Host people here "ill he a-.-3.re or at least have heard that 1933 Is 
years since the arrival of the British colonisers to the shores of "hat 
is now known as Australia.

For the non-indigenous population it may te cause for celebration, tut for 
us, the indigenous people it is a year to mourn and reflect.

However, after 2oo years of oppression and the genocidal practices of the 
colonizers, we still maintain our optimism and constructive efforts to seek 
due recognition as the first peoples, the indigenous peoples. For us it has 
been an opportunity to celebrate our survival and the survival of our lan
guage, culture and law. At the same time the opportunity also presents it
self for the Australian people and the world to focus on the activities of 
the Australian government in its dealings and policies that pertain to 
the rights of its indigenous people.

lit*. Perkins has mentioned some initiatives that the government is currently 
proposing to implement. Let us give credit where credit is due. Vie commend 
and congratulate the government on these important moves. For we believe at 
least they moves in the right direction. Given that, though, the picure is 
not completely rosy, and requires a balanced perspective.

Mr. Perkins informed this forum on the establishment of a new commission — 
the Aboriginal and Torre Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC), where it is 
proposed to permit aboriginal people in the communities to be involved in 
real decission making process, through the establishment of elected regional 
aboriginal councils, and by the amalgamation of the various services 
department, and to make those bureaucracies more accountable.

Our concern, Madame Chair, is related to the preamble of the document the 
"Foundations for the Future" - in which the proposal is contained. The 
preamble refers to the first time in anz official document to the recog
nition of prior ownership of the continent by Aboriginal people.

Our first concern is that this only provides lipservice to the reality, and 
in no way is there to be legislative measures to enforce the preamble as 
legal reality. 'Je should also be carefull to ensure that any such preamble 
does not, and should not attempt to extinguish any of our unseeded and 
sovereign rights. Any moves by the government should be monitored.



That being the proposed treaty by ths Prime Minister, Bob Hawke.

Twice in the term of this "rirrer.t labor government the F" '.3.3 anr. o'ir.ced 
his governments willingness to n 3 got i ate a treaty with uc, the indigenous 
peoples of Australia.

The first being in August l?n7, and ths most recent in June of this year 
1?38. This of course, !-jadame Chair is encouraging, as the non-indigenous 
population of Australia, have to come to terms with the actions and exploits 
of their ancestors, not as a question of guilt, but as an acknowledgement 
of facts, and for thee to have credibility and integrity ir. their ,’ealings 
with ms in the future. At the same time of course to corr.e to terns ■■••ith our 
existence today, and the disadvantage position we now occupy no conse- 
cruenc e.

In June this year, at a ceremony in the far north of Australia, lo,ooo 
people came together in an expression of survival and solidarity. It was 
a unique experience, Madame Chair, to have so many tribal groups perfor
ming ancient ceremonies on common ground.

It was at this location - BARUNGA - that the Prime Minister, Hr. Hawke 
and the ¡Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Ifr Gerry Hand, signed a document 
now known as the "Barunga Statement" committing the Australian government 
to negotiating a treaty with the aboriginal people, should that be so 
desired and also to facilitate "by way of resources the process for nego
tiation.

Our main concern, îladame Chair, is that because of the political structure 
ie. the confederation, there is no guarantee of a bi-partisan approach 
by the opposition in federal parliament nor guaranteed co-operation by- 
various states. The opposition conservative leader, Mr. Howard has already 
indicated he will rip-up any such agreement or treaty.

The question of indigenous rights in Australia is not given the respect 
and status it deserves.

Instead it becomes a political football, - to appeal to the ignorant and 
racist elements of Australian society.

Current debate is raging in Australia in relation to Asian immigration as 
a consequence of a government commissioned report - called the Fitzgerald 
report, which in part recommends restrictions of asian immigration in 
favour of encouragement for an increase of migration from predominantly 
white european countries. This is further example of the manifestation of 
the efforts of the conservative forces in their racist efforts to deny 
mutual co-operation between all groups.

In 1934» in..the middle of the Land Rights debate, the Labor Party 
commissioned a confidential report in which the results indicated that 
3£'i of white Australia opposed Landrights, and a big percentage of that 
vehemently opposed any landrights for aboriginal people.
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"lowever, v.'hat the report 3.1so acknowledged vas that, if the government 
v.-as sincere and genuine in its attempts to provide equity and justice for 
aboriginal peoples, then it ought to comnitt lo million over the r.ezct 
five years (iron 1934)» to promote, educate and inform the vast majority 
of ignorant white Australians, about aboriginal self-determination etc.

This has never occured.

The point, 'ladame Chair, is that given all the goodwill by individuals 
within government, if there is no guarantees for the successfull imple
mentation of such initiatives, then it becomes rhetoric and yet another 
broken promise.

You will be aware I-Iadame Chair, that currently in Australia a royal 
commission is being conducted, investigating aboriginal deaths in custody. 
Since 19So there have been lo9 black deaths in custody. The most recent 
having occurred onlz 2 weeks ago, in a town called Geraldton in Western 
Australia. I think, Madame Chair, on your recent visit, you would have 
come face to face with the realities of colonization, and the subsecjuent 
results, manifestating itself in the worst figures and statistics ( com
patible to the worst disadvanced areas in the world), in

1. Health

2. Education

3* Unemployment 

4. Imprisonment rate 

Etc., etc.

And so the black deaths in custody of aboriginal people is yet a further 
example of the effects of colonization and extension of continuing 
oppression of aboriginal people.

All of these problems cannot be viewed in isolation.

They are sympthomatic of a greater cause.

The Coalition of National Aboriginal Organisation view the UN process 
through its various instruments as being important in its mandate in pro
tecting the rights of indigenous peoples.

And we put this Working Group on Notice, so as to make representation on 
our behalf to the appropriate UN authorities, to become involved in an 
official capacity - to oversee and play a supervisory role in any treaty 
negotiation.

Should that be the direction the indigenous people of Australia decide to 
pursue.

Thank you, Madame Chair.

Wednesday, the 3rd of August 1983



(Oral Presentation. )

NATIONAL ABORIGINAL AND ISLANDER LEGAL SERVICES SECRETARIAT 

ITEM NO. 4: Review of Developments

We note that the Economic and Social Council has approved a seminar 
cn the effects of racism and racial discrimination on social and economic 
relations between indigenous peoples and states to be held in 1998-

We request and urge the Working Group to recommend to the Sub- 
Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to 
take all the necessary steps to ensure that the participatants of this seminar 
are indigenous people nominated and chosen by the indigenous people themselves.

Such steps are necessary to ensure that a diverse . . accurate and 
informative indigenous perspective is presented at this proposed seminar.
It would be pointless, if not counter-productive.otherwise.

We invite friendly governments, in conjunction with indigenous peoples 
to assist in the organization of such a seminar.

THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION REPORT ON THE ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY AT 
TOCMELAH, NEW SOUTH WALES:

For many years aboriginal groups have presented the true nature of 
the °e nature and conditions we have had to endure - outside the
political spotlight.

We present to you a report of the Australian Independent Human Rights 
Commission - which verifies our numerous statements to this Working Group, 
the Sub-Commission, and the full Commission on the conditions aboriginal 
peoples have had to endure.

The report highlights the complete lack of self-determination that 
aboriginal people at the communitylevel have to face in the present 
institutional context.

We request that you seriously consider this report.

There are hundreds of Tocmelah's in Australia today.

The Working Group has heard that Australia is a Federal system of 
government. Sovereignty is shared between the Commonwealth ar.i the States. 
Australia should not be allowed to hide behind the cloak of Federalism. We 
point out that the Commonwealth ha3 used its Constitutional external affairs 
powers on two occasions to protect wildlife and plants in accordance with 
the World Heritage Listing, e.g. the Franklin River and the Daintree Hiver.
Yet Australian hides behind the excuse of Federalism net to invoke its external 
affairs powers to protect aboriginal people.

It defers to parochial political pressures - for example - the recently 
elected conservative state government of New South Vales. It has repeatedly 
pledged to repeal the very modest advances in the recognition of aboriginal 
rights in this state;such as the New South Wales Aboriginal Land Rights Act 
of 1983* The reason they have not acted is they have not achieved complete



This is a very racisreactionary*government of Greiner. One 
of its members referred publicly to the "coon problem”. There has been 
no retraction or apology.

The government has resorted to illegal measures to achieve their er.ds 
such as attemping to pass to seize the assets and control
the land councils contrary to principles of self-determination.■

We hand to you copies of the Aboriginal Law Bulletin summary 
decision of the Supreme Court of !?ew South Wales which blocked the attecpted 
illegal takeover.

control in the Upper House o£-,thg/New South Vs las Parliament.

Finally we axe pleased to note that there were no objections to 
the public release of your report. Thank you Madame Chair.


